
Prepositions of Position &Prepositions of Position &
MovementMovement

66

Dinny, do you still live on 

Lamma Island?
No, Betsy. I’ve moved to a new home. 

My new home is at 159 Lockhart Road 

in Wan Chai.

We use prepositions of position (e.g. on, in, next to) to talk about where someone or something is.

at The Peak, at a meeting, 
at the museum, at work,
at 36 Nathan Road, 
at Lucky Supermarket, 
at home, at school, 
at university, at the airport, 
at the entrance, 
at the bus stop

in the corridor, in bed, 
in the park, in the river, 
in Asia, in the US, 
in New York, in Wan Chai,
in Temple Street, in a car,
in hospital, in jail, in space,
in the taxi, 
in the mountains

on the shelf, on an island, 
on the floor, on the bed,  
on the balcony, on Earth, 
on the Internet, on TV, 
on the radio, on the farm,  
on the bus, on the platform,  
on Nathan Road,  
on the mountain

in the middle of, 
in the corner of,
to the right/left of,
opposite, beside,
on top of, above,
behind, below,
around, between

 Fill in the blanks with at , in or on. 

1  There are five chairs and a round table  the living room.

2  The car accident happened  a busy bus stop. I heard about it  the radio.

3  My family and I went on a picnic  Lamma Island. We watched the beautiful seaview 

 a mountain.

4  My mum usually goes shopping  Win Win Supermarket  Helford Street.

5   top of the cupboard, there is a photo of my family. You can see my father, my mother 

and my little sister  that photo. 

6  There is a fountain  the middle of the park. You can see the fountain  my balcony.

7   school, our teacher asked us to search for information about the evolution of the animals 

 Australia.

Marks:  /13

fountain (n.)  search (v.)  evolution (n.)

at in on

other prepositions
of position

places, events, buildings, 
street/road numbers,  
shop names,  
certain expressions

enclosed areas, countries, 
cities, districts, streets, 
continents,  
certain expressions

surfaces, floors, islands, 
streets, roads,  
certain expressions

14



 Complete the travel guide with the prepositions in the box.

opposite   over   in   at   on   past   through   towards

along   around   beside   out of   away from

Marks:  /16

Date: 
Total Marks:  /29

We use prepositions of movement to show how someone or something moves.

  1   the train station, you will 

need to walk 2   a tunnel to enter 

the village. Take time to admire the beautiful 

artwork 3   the walls of the tunnel. 

After you walk 4   the tunnel, you 

can see the main road. There is a wide variety 

of shops 5   the road. The most 

famous souvenir shop, Brad’s Gifts, is easy to find. 

Walk 6   Mini Grocery and you can 

see Brad’s Gifts. It is just 7   the grocery. There are many restaurants too, such as 

Mandy’s Spaghetti and Barber Eats. Look for a big sharp orange sign. It is 8   the 

entrance of Mandy’s Spaghetti. And Barber Eats is just 9    Mandy’s Spaghetti. 

  If you want to see some beautiful views, walk 10   the end of the main road and 

you will see a bridge. Walk 11   the bridge and you will go to a viewing point. Many 

beautiful shots 12   TV are taken here. If you would like to walk 13  

the crowds and find a quiet place, get 14   a cable car 15   the viewing 

point and it will bring you to a lake. There is a path for you to walk 16   the lake. 

through up downalongtowards away from

over past intoout of around

Activities at the Wonderland VillageActivities at the Wonderland Village
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 Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.   

1  Yesterday, it  (rain) heavily. ‘It  (flood) if rubbish  (block) 

the drains,’ the cleaner said.

2  ‘If we  (hang) the damp clothes out, they  (dry) 

faster,’ Bill said. ‘On sunny days, it only  (take) two hours to dry 

the clothes.’

3  Tom  (want) some hot water now. ‘Hot water  (come) out of the water 

dispenser if you  (press) the red button,’ Tom’s mum says.

4  The fridge is a useful electrical appliance. If we  (put) water in the freezer, it 

 (make) ice. Food  (not go) bad easily if we  (store) it in 

the fridge.

Marks:  /13

88

Mason, if we read more 

books, we will know more 

about the world.
Hania, if I read more 

than five minutes, I will 

fall asleep.

There are different types of conditional sentences. 

We use Type 0 conditional sentences to talk about facts and things that are generally true.

drain (n.)  water dispenser (n.)  electrical appliance (n.)

ConditionalConditional  Sentences  Sentences  
(Type(Type  00  &&  TypeType  1)1)

If it is hot , we sweat .

If you don’t water your plant , it dies .

If it is hot, we sweat.
= We sweat if it is hot.

If you don’t water your plant, it dies. 
= Your plant dies if you don’t water it.

Simple Present Tense
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 Complete the notes with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.   Marks:  /12

 There is one mistake in each line. Find the mistakes and correct 
them. Follow the examples below.

e.g.  He will not goes to the party if he has a fever.  

 If William will win the competition if he performs well. 

 If Mum doesn’t cook dinner, we order takeaway.  

1  If people won’t drink water for a few days, they die. 

2  I will make an omelette I feel hungry. 

3  If you set fire to a piece of wood, it will burns. 

4  If John likes this guitar, he will buys it. 

5  We watch this film if the tickets are not sold out. 

Marks:  /5

go

If

will

Date: 
Total Marks:  /30

We use Type 1 conditional sentences to talk about possible results in the future.

Karen,

You always 1   (forget) to charge 

the iPad. If you 2   (not charge) 

the iPad, it 3   (run) out of 

battery. Yesterday, I 4   (look) for 

the iPad everywhere. Others 5   

(find) the iPad easily if we 6   

(put) it back on the shelf after using it.

Mum

My husband,

If you 7   (leave) the windows 

open, the rain 8   (get) into 

the room. We 9   (slip) easily 

if the floor 10   (become) wet. 

This morning, I 11   (close) the 

windows and 12   (mop) the 

floor for you.

Your wife

If you eat too much , you will get fat .

If Eva doesn’t work hard , she will fail the exam .

Simple Present Tense Simple Future Tense

If you eat too much, you will get fat.
= You will get fat if you eat too much.

If Eva doesn’t work hard, she will fail the exam.
= Eva will fail the exam if she doesn’t work hard.
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FixingFixing  CommonCommon  ErrorsErrors  (1)(1)1313

 Remember to use ‘on’ instead of ‘in’ when we describe the part of the day.

✘ My family set off for Lamma Island in a sunny summer morning.  

✔ My family set off for Lamma Island on a sunny summer morning. 

Pay attention to the special usage of ‘in’:
• to talk about how long it takes someone to do something
• to say when something will happen

✔ Ben learnt to play the song in 10 minutes.  It took Ben 10 minutes to learn to play the song.

✔ Kathy is going to meet Jane in three days.  Kathy is going to meet Jane three days later.

 Fill in the blanks with the correct prepositions.

  Mr Wong has two sons to take care 1  , but he usually has to work 2   

9 a.m. and 7 p.m. That is why he sometimes has to rely 3   his neighbours to help him 

look 4   his sons. Luckily, they live 5   a quiet village 6   

Lantau Island. Many of the villagers have a lot of free time to help Mr Wong. 

  Mr Wong has many friends. 7   warm and sunny mornings, he does exercise  

8   the small park to the left 9   the post office. He meets his friends there 

and they talk about different things. He also knows the hawkers 10   the market very well. 

He can even talk to the staff 11   Welling Supermarket 12   an hour! 

  His sons are polite and helpful. 13   weekends, they help their neighbours  

14  . For example, they help them collect the fruit from their farms. 15   

Lunar New Year’s Eve, they help the whole village prepare Poon Choi. They can prepare all the ingredients 

16   less than a day! 

  Mr Wong and his sons get 17   well with all the villagers.

Marks:  /17 
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For sentences with ‘as well as’, ‘in addition to’, ‘together with’ and ‘along with’, the verb agrees with 
the first subject.

✘ Noelle, as well as / in addition to her cousins, are studying abroad.

✔ Noelle, as well as / in addition to her cousins, is studying abroad.

✘ The patients, together with / along with their doctor, has taken many photos. 

✔ The patients, together with / along with their doctor, have taken many photos.

For sentences with ‘either … or’ and ‘neither … nor’, the verb agrees with the second subject.

✘ Either Jim or his parents gets mad.

✔ Either Jim or his parents get mad.
✘ Neither the girls nor their teacher were calm.

✔ Neither the girls nor their teacher was calm.

Date: 
Total Marks:  /27

 There is one mistake in each line. Find the mistakes and correct 
them. Follow the examples below.

e.g.  The mother, together with her daughters, are hit by the car.   

 He finished the exam paper one hour. 

 Everyone was very excited during in recess. 

Marks:  /10

is

in

in

  Last Sunday, my friends and I go to Repulse Bay. We took a bus  

in Central and it arrived there for 40 minutes. When we arrived, the beach was 

already very crowded and most of the barbecue pit were used. The only  

one we found was besides a tree. It was dirty. There was rubbish, paper and 

chicken bones everywhere. We had to spend a lot of time clean the place.

  After we have ate some food, Thomas suggested going for a  

swim, but neither my other friends nor I were in a good mood to swim. People 

on the beach were shouting very loudly. People who came out the sea spat 

everywhere. It was so disgusting! One of my friends said, ‘Let’s went back to 

Causeway Bay.’ We all agreed and pack our things.

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  
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1717

 Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.

  A biologist 1   (come) to our school today 2   (give) a sharing. 

We listened to her 3   (talk) about her field trip in Africa. She spent six months in 

Africa 4   (do) research on animals. During those six months, she observed the 

animals 5   (live) with the danger brought by human activities. ‘In Africa, I once saw 

poachers 6   (hunt) elephants for their tusks. It was so cruel! Their actions made me  

7   (cry). The other researchers and I couldn’t stand 8   (watch) 

the animals get hurt. Therefore, we decided 9   (spread) the message of animal 

protection when we came back. I think governments should 10   (catch) all the 

poachers and they must 11   (punish) those illegal activities. As citizens, there are 

things you can 12   (do) as well. You ought to stop 13   (buy) illegal 

animal products. 14   (purchase) those animal products equals supporting poaching. 

Also, you can 15   (share) news and information about animal protection on social 

media platforms. 16   (raise) awareness is an important step in  

17   (make) changes. Once people know more, they will 18   (care) more. 

Then, we can begin 19   (improve) the situation together,’ she said.

Marks:  /19

Mason, we must protect endangered animals 

like dinosaurs, or else they will become 

extinct soon. It makes me feel worried!

Dinny, actually, 

dinosaurs were extinct 

millions of years ago …

biologist (n.)  poacher (n.)  awareness (n.)

BareBare  InfinitivesInfinitives

A bare infinitive is ‘the base form of a verb’. e.g.  ‘may’ + ‘buy’ = may buy

We put bare infinitives in these places in a sentence: 

after modal verbs after verbs of sense after certain verbs

can could should  would 
may might must will shall

feel see watch hear observe  
listen notice smell

make let help  
(• help + to-infinitive / bare infinitive)

You must study hard for exams. We watched the monkeys swing. The clown makes me laugh.

Bare Infinitive Bare Infinitive Bare InfinitiveVerb of SenseModal Verb ‘make’

Bare Infinitive
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 There is one mistake in each line. Find the mistakes and correct 
them. Follow the examples below.

e.g.  Helen enjoys take a walk in the morning. 

 I dare not to dive into the deep ocean. 

 Don’t forget close the door when you leave.  

Marks:  /19

taking

to

to

Date: 
Total Marks:  /38

We can also put bare infinitives after certain expressions.

had better / would rather / dare not / need not  + Bare Infinitive

e.g.  The victims had better ask the firemen for help.

Notice on Building a Green Campus
  In order create a green environment, we would like to remind you  

of some good habits. Everyone should makes an effort. 

  First, the recycling bins in the covered playgrounds let you to  

recycle paper, plastic and metal. Please use them in the right way. Do not putting 

other items into those bins. You ought put other rubbish in the rubbish bins.  

For glass bottles, put them in the recycling box next to the tuck shop. Throw 

rubbish away seems an easy task, but it can saving a lot of waste actually.

  Second, we can be use less electricity and save energy to  

help the environment. On days that are not so hot, we need not to turn on  

the air-conditioners. Open the windows and turning on the fans are  

sufficient to keep us cool. When we use the air-con, we had better setting its  

temperature to around 25°C. It is wasteful turn down the air-con.  

Also, remember to turning off the lights when you leave a room.

  As you all know, the school have recently installed a solar-energy  

system in the rooftop garden. We will start use it next Monday. We will hold  

an opening ceremony for that. At the ceremony, Dr Lucy Lau will going to give  

a speech about clean energy. She will also tell us how to protecting the  

environment. If you are interested join, please sign up at the  

school office. We look forward to see you at the ceremony.

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

12  

13  

14  

15  

16  

17  

18  

19  

Bare Infinitive
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NounsNouns  ++  Prepositions  Prepositions  
MixedMixed  TensesTenses  (1)(1)1818

 Fill in the blanks with to , for , of or with.

1  Ann doesn’t have any memory  her grandmother. 

2  Oscar is having difficulty  his studies this year.

3  I received an invitation  my best friend’s wedding party. 

4  There is a desire  a larger park. One reason  that is the lack of resting places.

5  Susan is having a meeting  her classmates. They are discussing what they should say in 

an introduction  our new computer laboratory.

6  An advantage  using A.I. is that we can attract more people to read classic stories. 

7  There is a huge demand  qualified nurses because of the pandemic. 

8  This is a leading robot making company with an experience  over 20 years. 

9  It is important to strengthen our vocational education and its link  the workplace. That is 

why we need to make some changes  our lessons.

10  Question 9 is an example  a difficult Maths question. Spend some more time to think of 

the answer  it.

Marks:  /14

Betsy, have you ever 

received an invitation to 

an event?

laboratory (n.)  qualified (adj.)  vocational (adj.)

Yes, Mason. Last year I was 

invited to a meeting with our 

school principal. I was so 

nervous!

 

We can put a preposition after a noun to express certain meanings.

a cause

of

……的原因

a memory ……的回憶

an advantage ……的優點

an experience ……的經驗

a change 

to

對……的改變

an introduction 介紹……

an invitation 邀請……

the answer ……的答案

a demand 

for

對……有需求

a desire 對……有渴求

a need 對……有需要

a reason ……的原因

a link 

with

與……有連繫

a meeting 與……的聚會

an argument 與……爭論

difficulty 在（某方面）有困難
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Date: 
Total Marks:  /37

 Complete the article with the correct forms of the verbs in 
brackets.

Marks:  /23

Aliens: Can we find them?

  1   you  (believe) in aliens? Aliens are creatures living on other planets. 

If you think aliens are unreal and no one 2   (study) them seriously, then you are wrong. 

40 years ago, scientists 3   (make) drawings of a man and woman,  

4   (record) people saying ‘Hello’ in different languages, and 5   (put) them 

on a spacecraft. They tried 6   (use) the spacecraft to look for aliens. Nowadays, more 

and more scientists believe that there 7   (be) living things on some other planets. In the 

US, researchers 8   (spend) billions of dollars between 2000 and 2015  

9   (send) spacecraft to see if there could be life on other planets. There  

10   (be) many more such explorations in the next 10 years.

  I also believe that there is life on other planets, but I 11   (learn) something I  

12   (not think) of before from an article about this topic yesterday. Therefore, I  

13   (not think) we can ever 14   (find) aliens or talk to them. Why? First, if 

there is life living far away from us, it 15   (not be) easy for them 16   (travel) 

a long way to find us. Second, aliens 17   (not look) like us, so they 18   (not 

talk) like us. They may not even speak. What’s more, our spacecraft 19   (be) slow. It  

20  (take) at least 10,000 years to get to stars near us. We 21   (need) to 

wait for another 10,000 years 22  (get) their messages back if any aliens  

23 (send) us messages. 

 Simple Present Tense Simple Past Tense Simple Future Tense ‘be going to’

Mrs Chan does aerobics 
regularly.

Mrs Chan did aerobics 
two days ago.

Mrs Chan will do 
aerobics two days later.

Mrs Chan is going to do 
aerobics tonight.

always usually often 
sometimes seldom 
rarely never regularly
twice a month
on weekdays nowadays
at weekends

last week just now 
in 1998 yesterday 
ago this morning
when I was young
once upon a time

tomorrow next month later soon
tonight this coming Saturday 
in five days I promise … I hope …
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2222

 Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.

1  A present  (give) to me by Mum on my birthday each year.

2  Sweet dumplings  (make) by Grandma last month.

3  Every year, we  (paint) Easter eggs at Easter.

4  Yesterday, we  (buy) a turkey for Christmas.

 Change the following sentences into the passive voice.
e.g.  Gavin teaches Japanese.  Japanese   by .

1  The children feed the birds.  The birds   by  .

2  Joe planted flowers.  Flowers   by .

3  Mr Wong loves the class.      by  .

4  Dad drinks coffee.  .

5  Nora took a photo.  .

Marks:  /4

Marks:  /10

is taught Gavin

Dinny, an ice cream truck 

was out of control yesterday! 

Luckily, no one was hit by it.
But the ice cream and ice lollies 

were wasted! What a pity!

PassivePassive  VoiceVoice  (1)(1)

We use the passive voice when we do not know the doer of an action, or when we want to focus 
more on the receiver of an action.

Amy eats an apple every day.

An apple is eaten by Amy every day.

Active Voice

Passive Voice

Change the verb into 
‘be’ + past participle.

Put the receiver before the verb. • Put the doer after the verb.  • Add ‘by’.

Simple Present Tense Simple Past Tense
… invite me.  I am invited … … invited me.  I was invited …

… cook some beef.  Some beef is cooked … … cooked some beef.  Some beef was cooked …
… buy some cars.  Some cars are bought … … bought some cars.  Some cars were bought …

HKEP
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 There is one mistake in each line. Find the mistakes and correct 
them. Follow the examples below.

e.g.  A large fish is caught by he. 

 We were flew a kite at the park yesterday. 

 Last night, the baby woken by the loud noise. 

1  A book was readed by me in the library last Saturday. 

2  The children were wrote Christmas cards to one another. 

3  Two expensive vases broken by the clumsy shopkeeper yesterday. 

4  Those men were robbers. A bank was robbed by they last year. 

5  Housework is did by Mum all the time. 

6  Jennifer is does homework every evening. 

7  Three days ago, a pink dolphin seen in the ocean. 

 Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.

  Doris 1   (work) in the art industry for 10 years. In 2018, she 2   (hire) 

by an art museum. Since then, she 3   (go) to many auctions to buy paintings for the 

museum. Every day, the museum 4   (open) by Doris at 10 a.m. Yesterday, when Doris  

5   (enter) the hall, she found that two exquisite paintings 6   (be) 

missing. And a letter 7   (leave) by the thief. She 8   (tell) the director 

about it and the police 9   (call) by him immediately. The police arrived in half an 

hour. Then, Doris 10   (comfort) by a police officer. ‘ 11   (not worry)! 

All exhibition halls in the museum 12   (patrol) by us once every half hour. The thief’s 

letter 13   (send) to the lab fifteen minutes ago. We 14   (find) the thief’s 

fingerprints very soon,’ the police officer said.

Marks:  /7

him

were

was

Marks:  /14

Date: 
Total Marks:  /35

industry (n.)  auction (n.)   exquisite (adj.)

• If the doer is ‘people / someone / somebody’, we usually omit the doer.

 e.g.  People sweep graves every year.  Graves are swept by people every year.

• Change the pronouns in passive sentences:
 I  me  we  us  they  them  he  him  she  her

 e.g.  Sam interviewed me last night.  I was interviewed by Sam last night.
  They make cakes every weekend.  Cakes are made by them every weekend.
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Revision Test (4) Revision Test (4) 2727

 Change the following sentences into the passive voice.

1  Ivy eats a hamburger every weekend.

 

2  The doctors rescued many patients last month.

 

3  Ms Cheung will teach Class 6D in the coming September.

 

4  The police have arrested the thieves already.

 

5  The monitor cleaned the blackboard yesterday.

 

6  The government has cancelled the Lunar New Year fireworks show.

 

 Fill in the blanks with the prepositions in the box.

about  by  in  of  on  to  with  into  for

  People have different personalities, and based 1   that we can divide people  

2   two groups: introverts and extroverts. Introverts are those who take an interest  

3   quiet activities like reading and listening 4   music. They love to be alone so 

they usually do things 5   their own. Extroverts, on the other hand, are always full  

6   beans. They are fascinated 7   fun and exciting activities like rock climbing and 

bungee jumping. They love to talk to others so they are active 8   many social gatherings. 

  Research shows that both types of people face problems. Introverts are more careful when they deal  

9   issues in life, but they may think too much. They may feel anxious 10   

everything. They may get the feeling of having butterflies 11   the stomach if they have to face 

many people or a big problem. Extroverts may not have these problems, but as they are fond 12   

or even addicted 13   adventurous activities, they may often put themselves 14   

danger 15   mistake. If they hurt themselves, those who are related 16   them, like 

their friends and relatives, may also need to be responsible 17   their reckless behaviour. 

Marks:  /18

Marks:  /17

For Units 21 – 26For Units 21 – 26
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Date: 
Total Marks:  /60

 Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.

Carson: What 1   you  (do) last Sunday, Ivan?

Ivan: I 2   (go) hiking on the southernmost island in Hong Kong with my friends.

Carson: Is it Po Toi Island? It 3   (say) to be a place that produces dried seaweeds. 

Also, ancient rock carvings 4   (discover) many years ago and I heard that 

they 5   (list) as declared monuments in Hong Kong since 1979. Am I right? 

Ivan: Yes, you know a lot about this island! In fact, it 6   (have) many special rocks 

too. They 7   (vote) as the most beautiful rocks in Hong Kong for some time. 

Also, we 8   (attract) by the ‘haunted’ Mo’s Old House. Mo was a merchant in 

Po Toi. One day, the valuables in his house 9   (rob) by pirates and he  

10   (force) to leave the house. Overall, it was a fun trip. However, something 

unpleasant 11   (happen) during the trip.

Carson: Oh … What 12   (happen) ? 

Ivan: We 13   (attack) by bees. A stone 14   (throw) at a beehive by a 

naughty boy. Luckily, only a few of us 15   (sting) by the bees. 

Carson: That boy is so stupid! Bee stings can kill people. 

Ivan: You’re right! Many people 16   (kill) by bee stings every year around the world. 

Bees only attack when they 17   (threaten), but you can never be sure about it.

 There is one mistake in each line. Find the mistakes and correct 
them. Follow the examples below.

e.g.  Mr Wong felt very proud about his son.  

 More choices will added to the menu later.  

 The work is being done by Matthew every day.    

Marks:  /17

Marks:  /8

of

be

being

  In recent years, social media platforms like YouTube have been 

helped more and more people became famous. In the past, those who 

were hopeless in performing on stage could never become a famous star. 

Nowadays, anyone who is talented with something is given a chance 

to show it to the audience. Many K-pop bands who is said to be the 

most popular around the world were first know to the public because 

of YouTube. Also, many Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) have earn a lot of 

money by means various social media platforms. 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  
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